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Abstract-The genera&d root iterations for simultaneous finding polynomial complex zeros, with 
the convergence order k + 2(k EN), was formulated in [6] in terms of circular regions. The method 
produces the disks which contain the exact zeros, giving error bounds automatically for each 
approximation. This paper investigates the numerical stability of this algorithm in the presence of 
rounding errors. The conditions for preserving the convergence rate are established. The presemed 
analysis contains the results given in [3] and [4]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a polynomial of degree n 2 3 
p(z) = fi Cz - tj) (1) 
j=l 
with simple real or complex zeros 5,, . . . , &,. Let Zi”), . . . , Zip) be disjoint disks such that 
&Z:“‘U=l,... , n). Starting from these disks the simultaneous iterative methods of the 
third and fourth order of convergence for determination of polynomial complex zeros, 
based on Laguerre iterations, were formulated in[l] and[2] in terms of circular regions. 
In our analysis we shall use circular arithmetic. A disk Z = (z : lz - c] s r > with center 
c and radius T will be denoted by Z = (c ; r }, and its parameters as c = mid Z, r = rad Z. 
More about circular arithmetic can be found, for instance, in[l]. Here, we only give the 
definition of the kth root of a disk. 
Let W = (w;r)( w = Iw I exp (8)) and let O&V, i.e. Jw] > r. The kth root of the disk W, 
denoted by W’lk, is the union of k disks (see[5]): 
where 
rad W”k = ]w]“~ - (Iw] - r)“k = k_, 
r 
(3) 
According to (2) and (3) it follows 
O${W;~)~O$(W’~~; rad IV’“) (4) 
and 
A generalisation of the 
definition of the kth root 
mentioned simultaneous methods, which make use of the 
(2)-(3) and the logarithmic derivative of order k of the 
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polynomial P 
hk(Z) _ (- Ilk-’ dk 
- (k @ [log p(z)l = ’ (6) 
was proposed in [6]. Setting zt”’ = mid 2:“‘) and rjm) = rad Z(“), where m ( = 0, 1, . . .) is the 
iteration index, this generaliskd method can be written in the form 
z(m+ 1) = z(m) _ 
1 
I I (7) 
(i=l,..., n;m=O,l,... ;kEN). 
The symbol * point at the choice of one among k disks according to the criterion given 
in[6]. 
The convergence order of the iterative method (7) is k + 2. In particular, for k = 1 and 
k = 2 the mentioned iterative methods of the third and fourth order follow from (7). The 
numerical stability of these methods was considered in Refs. [3] and [4] by Gargantini. 
Similar to these analysis, the numerical stability of the generalised root iterations (7) will 
be investigated in this paper. Our analysis includes the results from[3] (for k = 1) and[4] 
(for k = 2). 
As it was already pointed out in[3], any iterative procedure for finding the zeros of a 
function f has to terminate in a finite number of iterations in the presence of round-off. 
The termination shall happen as soon as the absolute value of the rounding error involved 
in the evaluation offin the proximity of a zero is of the same order of magnitude as Ifl. 
Let P, P’,. . . , Pck) denote the given polynomial and its derivatives, and let AP, 
AP’, . . . , APck) be upper bounds for the absolute value of the round-off appeared in the 
evaluation of P, P’, . . . , Pck) respectively. These errors can be evaluated according to the 
rounding-error analysis introduced by Wilkinson[7] and depend on the number of 
significant digits of the mantissa for floating-point arithmetic operations. 
In this paper we shall investigate the dependence of the convergence order of the 
generalised root iterations on the absolute value of rounding errors. It is proved that the 
convergence order of (7) remains k + 2, the same as in the absence of round-off, if: (I) the 
absolute value of the round-off with which the polynomial is evaluated in the proximity 
of a zero is small compared to the absolute value of the polynomial itself; and (II) the 
rounding error generated in the evaluation of hk is small as compared to the radius of the 
disk including the exact zero (Section 3). If the condition (II) is weakened so that the 
round-off in the evaluation of (6) is independent of the disk size, although “reasonably 
small”, then the convergence order reduces to k + 1 (Section 4). 
2. ITERATIVE METHOD IN THE PRESENCE OF ROUNDING ERRORS 
The application of the iterative formula (7) requires that the single errors relative to 
the evaluation of P, P’, . . . , Pck) be included in determination of hk because of the presence 
of rounding errors. Accordingly, we have to replace P by the disk Q,, = {P ; AP} and the 
derivatives Pcr7 by the disks Qi = (P(‘l;AP(‘l} (i = 1, . . . , k) with the centers P, P’, . . . , Pck) 
and the radii AP, AP’, . . . , APck’. Circular extension of the scalar quantity h&r), obtained 
by the above substitutions, will be denoted by &(i!). According to the properties of 
circular arithmetic it follows h&)EHk(z). Since in circular arithmetic the inverse is an exact 
operation, while the multiplication is not, in order to obtain the disk &(z) small as 
possible, before substitution P, P’, . . . , Pg) by the corresponding disks QO, Q,, . . . , Qk it 
is needful to perform cancellations and single divisions of the addends in numerator of 
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developed expression of hk by the denominator Pk. So, we have 
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h _ Pf2 - P”P 
2- P2 
, HZ= g ‘-g 
0 Qo Qo 
withradH,<rad Q,2-QzQo; 
QCI 
h 
3 
= P”‘P2 - 3PP’P” + 2P13 
2P3 
, 
with 
radH,<radQ'e02-3QoQ~Q2+2Q~3 
2Qd ' 
and so forth. 
In the sequel, we shall operate with total rounding error 6 = rad Hk, which incorporates 
the single errors concerning the evaluation of P, P’, . . . , Pck). 
In order to the inversion of the disk Q. = (P ; A P> (which appears in the evaluation 
of Hk) also produces a disk, we shall require AP c IPI in our analysis of the numerical 
stability of the scheme (7). Also, as it was already said, the stopping criterion which 
determines the maximum number of iterations, is based on the comparison of API”) with 
IP(zl”))j for each i. 
In this paper we shall use the following notation. At the m-th iteration we denote the 
radius of H&z~~)) by S$“). Also, we introduce the abbreviation 
6’“) = max ijtm) 
16iBn ’ ’ 
r(m) = max rl”‘, 
l$iBn 
p’“’ = min (121: zezjm) -
kj 
2:“‘) = in” (]zjm) - z:“‘] - rl”)> ) 
i#j i&j 
k = ’ d(m) = fi~;mn~,“‘_ 
k > 1’ 
In new iterative formula only the scalars hk(z$m)) are replaced by the disks Hk(zjm)) 
(i=l,..., n; m = 0, 1,. . .). Thus, the generalised root iterations for polynomial complex 
zeros in the presence of rounding errors have the form 
z(m + 1) = Z(m) _ 1 I I [H&y)) - W!“‘]“k 
’ * 
(i=l,..., n;m=O,l,... ;kdV). 
(8) 
According to the mentioned conditions (I) and (II), we shall distinguish two cases: 
1) g(m) 5 r(m)/p(m)t+’ 
(i= l,.:, 
and 2) c?(~) $ min (1, l/pCmP”), assuming that APj”)< (P(zj”))l 
n; m = 0, 1, . . .) ((I) condition) holds in both cases. 
For simplicity, we shall omit the iteration index always when there is no possibility of 
the misunderstanding. Also, we shall write often only p instead of j?(k, n). 
Before convergence analysis we give some relations derived in[6]. The following 
inclusion 
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and the inequality 
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1 1 
(Zi-(z,_z$ 
<d 
are valid. Further, starting from (1) and (6), it is easy to derive the formula 
h,(z) = i -!- 
j= I Cz - <J”’ 
(10) 
(11) 
3. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS: THE CASE 6 5 r/p’+’ 
The iterative formula (8) will be defined for each i = 1, . . . , n and m = 0, 1, . . . if the 
disk{Hk(zjm)) - W$“)}“” does not contain the origin. According to the implication (4) this 
condition lead to the claim that O~H,(zj”‘) - IV!“‘. We shall now consider the conditions 
for the fulfilment of the last claim. 
Introduce the notations 
ui = mid Hk(zJ - ci, fti = d + 6, q = ,y~:~ vi = d + 6, s = l/bk. 
-- 
LEMMA 1 
Let 
dPi<IP(zJ, cSisr/pk+’ (i = 1,. . . ,n) 
and 
Then, for each i = 1, . . 
P > W, n)r. 
. , n and keN, the following inequalities are valid: 
(12) 
14 > Vi, 
1 - 2s 
I%/ ’ - rk ’ 
&. 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
Proof. We obtain from (12) p 2 4r, (/h-)/p < 1 and p > ((B + l)r)/2. By these bounds, 
(lo), (11) and the estimate 
/mid Hk(zi) - hk(zi)l $ 6i, 
we have for each i 
lUA = lmid Hk(z,) - Gil 2 Ih&,) - CiI - 6, 
1 n 1 
CI 
1 -- 
L I? - 5,1k 5;; (zi-5,>k -6z 
>l_&_ 
4 pr 1 1 2 (B+l) 
rk pkr+I /,k p /,k /,‘/,k pk ,,k+l ‘d+6i=% 
>_-_.--I. _>->_ 
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In order to prove (14) we use the same consideration as for (13). We get 
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1 
~ui~>--d--6>-----_-~ 
rk 
1 Br 1 r ,‘_‘_L 
rk P P p rk pk pk 
1 2 1 - 2s 
‘---XC=-. rk /3 r rk 
To prove (15) we estimate 
On the basis of the inclusion (9) it follows 
If the disk (ui;qi} does not contain the origin, then obviously also O$Hk(zi) - Wi. The 
condition O${ Ui; vi> is equivalent to the inequality (13), which means that, under the 
conditions of Lemma 1, the disk Hk(zi) - Wi does not contain the origin and, consequently, 
(8) is defined. 
Let 
k=l 
k > 1’ 
Sometimes, to simplify the notation, we shall write briefly y and 8 instead of y(k) and 
e(k, n). 
The convergence order of the iterative process (8) is treated in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1 
If API”’ < lP(z!“‘)I, Si”) 6 rcm)/p(‘“y+ (i = 1, . . . , n) and 
p(O) > b(k, n)r(“, (16) 
then the convergence order of the iterative method (8) is k + 2, that is, the sequence rCm) 
decreases according to 
r(m+l) < 6(k, n)r(‘@+* 
(p’o’ _ 2r(09L+” 
Proof. Using the definition of the kth root (2)-(3), the inequality (4), the inclusion (9) 
and the properties of circular arithmetic, we obtain from (8) 
r!m + I) = rad 
1 
[Hk(Z$rn)) - W’“‘]‘lk 
c(m) v !m) Ilk 
= rad 
Iu$~)[* !- rljm)2; IUlm)l* ‘_ tl$m)* 
It !m) 
- 
k-l 
[lU$m)l* _ vIm)2]W 1 lu$m)l(k- 1 - Wk(lupl _ tljm))G- 
i = 0 
(The bar denotes the complex conjugate). 
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By (14) and (15) we find for the first iteration 
r!‘) 5 r(l) < 
q (0) 
I - (1 - 2s)2 4s2 l/k ki’ r@P - ro21( I( 
(1 _ 2s)(k-l-M . (1 i=or(0)k--l-i =f(k,n)r("~+'p, 
where 
Since 
m&xf(k, n) = m&xf(k 3) = 
f(l,3) k= 1 G (2,3) k > 1 nt3 
and 
we have 
j-(1,3)=;, f(2,3) = 8 
By this bound and the inequality 
we obtain 
r(*) < (jl + l)yr’Oy+Z er(O~+2 
/.@+ =p(“r+l. 
Now, we have 
r(l) c 
tWO) < /I + 1 . y,co) < 2. y(O) B B" 4 [P(k 3)lk' 
wherefrom 
where 
).w 
r (0) 
%@ 
(17) 
(18) 
6 k=l 
o(k) = ;(2kr k > 1’ 
For simplicity, we shall write only o instead of o(k). 
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According to geometrical construction, disjunctivity of disks produced by (8) and the 
fact that the disks Zim+‘) and Z!m) must have at least one point in common (the zero ti), 
the following relations can be derived (see[3,4]): 
P 
cm+]’ > p’ = _ r(m) _ 3r(m+ 1) , (19) 
pcm+l) 5 p(m) + jr(m) + r(m+l), (20) 
Applying the inequality (18) and (19) (for m = 0), we find 
p(1) > /jr(O) - r(O) - o Jr”’ >wr"'(p _ l-t>. 
Since #I > (0 + 3)/(w - 1) for each k&, it follows 
p(1) > j?(k, np. (21) 
Applying mathematical induction with the same considerations used for derivation of 
(17), (18) and (21) (which makes the part of the proof relative to m = l), we prove that 
the following relations are true for each m = 0, 1, . . . 
p+l) < 
Iqk, n)r(m~+2 
p’“r+’ ’ 
+m + 1) 
+) 
%@j 
(22) 
(23) 
p’“’ > j?(k 9 n)r(m). (24) 
Using (19), (20) and (23) we obtain the lower and upper bounds for p(“) 
p’o’ _ 2r’O’ < #“’ < p”’ + 4r@). (25) 
According to this and (22) we finally find 
++ 1) < 8(k, n)t”~+2 
(p(O) _ 2r(09k+ 1’ 
Therefore, the convergence order of the iterative method (8) remains k + 2 in the presence 
of rounding errors when 6(“‘) 6 r(m)/p(m)k+‘, i.e. until the incorporating rounding error 
remains of the same power order as the radii of inclusive disks. 
It is yet to be shown that the iterative process (8) is defined in each iteration under 
the conditions of Theorem 1. It can be proved by showing that O#Hk(zim)) - Wi”) 
(i=l,..., n;m=O,l,. . .). In view of (24) Lemma 1 is applicable for each m = 0, 1, . . . 
so that 
]mid Hk(zjm)) - cim)l > LW + Sp, 
which is equivalent to 
O#H,(z$“‘) - {cj”‘; fly)> 3H,(z$“‘) - wp. 
This completes our convergence analysis. 0 
The explanation for the condition 6;“) 5 r(m)/p(m)k+’ was earlier given in[4] for k = 2. 
The generalised root iterations in complex arithmetic, with the convergence order k +- 2, 
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dm+‘) = Zl”’ - ruzim))‘- cyn’]l~k 
(i = 1,. . . ) n; m = 0, 1, . . . ; k&v). 
The symbol * denotes that only one (among k) value of the kth root of a complex number 
is selected according to the criterion given in[6]. The complex number cim) in (26) and the 
disk IV!“) in (8) are a kind of correction terms which accelerate the convergence. In order 
to preserve the convergence rate the total rounding error ~5:“) must be somewhat smaller 
than the largest value of rad IV!“) < d”) = /3r(m)/p(mp+‘. Hence, we require 
(27) 
Using the upper bound for p@“), given by (29, we can avoid the evaluation of p@“) taking 
more stringent condition 
sy $ 
Tw 
(P (0) + 4,9k + 1 
instead of (27). 
4. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS: THE CASE b 5 min (1, I/pk+‘) 
In this case the influence of the rounding error, which has the power order as a constant 
(i.e. 6 = O(l)), is sufficient to decrease the accelerating effect of the correction term Wi 
to the convergence rate because of di can exceed rad Wi (decreasing in each new iteration, 
which is not valid for SJ. 
In the beginning of this Section we shall give some bounds, which are analogous to 
those from Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2 
Assume that (12) holds. If 
APi < IP(z 6,s min (1, l/pk+‘) (i = 1,. . . , n), 
thenforeachi=l,...,nandkeNwehave 
I%/ > Vi, (28) 
1 - 2s 
141 > - rk ’ 
.,-$<$. (30) 
Proof. By distinguishing two cases, p < 1 amin (1, l/pk+ ‘) = 1 and p > l* 
min (1, l/pk+‘) = l/pk+‘, we see that l/pk > min (1, l/pk+‘) (2 Si). Using this bound, the 
inequality d = (fir/p) * ( l/pk) < l/pk and the procedure as in the beginning of the proof of 
Lemma 1, we get 
]ui]~]hk(zi)-c,]-6,2i-d-6,>-$-d-min(l, l/pkf’) 
1 1 >4_‘__>_+ r > d + c$ = vi. 
Pk Pk Pk Pk Pk+’ 
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Further, similar as in Lemma 1, we find 
1 1 1 1 1 2 1 - 
luil>--d-6 
2s 
rk 
>--T->>T- 
rk p p p jW=Tk 
and 
qi<d+min(l, l/pk+‘)< 
2 2s 
=:<- 
P 
,.k’ cl 
Instead of the constant 8(k, n) from the previous Section, we shall now operate with 
new constant 8,(k) = 2y(k). 
THEOFCEM~ 
If LIP!“) < lP(zj”))l, 8:“) 5 min (1, l/pCm)‘+‘) (i = 1,. . . ,n) 
and (16) hold, then the iterative method (8) has the convergence order k + 1, i.e. the 
sequence rCm) decreases according to 
r(m+l) < 
e,(k)r’++ 
(pmi_;,la~) 
Proof. According to the estimation from Theorem 1 and the bounds (29) and (30), we 
find 
qrw + ’ 
r(l) <f(k, n)rcor+ ‘q(O) < ‘7 
or 
As in the previous case, we obtain from (16) and (31) 
Hence 
where 
+o 
r(l) < - 
dk)’ 
4 k=l 
o1(k)= $k)* k > 1 ’ 
By (19), (32) and the inequality /3 > (o,(k) + 3)/(o,(k) - l), we find 
p(l) > fl(k, n)r(‘). 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
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Applying (19) and (32), we find 
p(1) > p (0) _ 1 rw. 
3 
By virtue of (31) and (33), we obtain 
r(‘) < 
f31(k)r(or+’ 
(p Co) _ i r(“))k 
Using induction and the same consideration as for (31), (33) and (34), we prove for 
eachm=O,l,... 
(35) 
p(“) > /3(k, n)rcm) 3 
p’“’ > p (0) _ 1 r (0). 
3 
Finally, on the basis of (35) and (37), we obtain 
(36) 
(37) 
Thus, in the case when the total rounding errors in the evaluation of h,, is of the power 
order as a constant then the convergence order of the iterative method (8) is reduced to 
k + 1. 
Since the condition (36) is satisfied for each m( = 0, 1, . . .), Lemma 2 is applicable for 
each m so that, according to (9) and (28), 
Thus, the iterative process (8) is defined in each iterative step. 
The proof is now complete. 0 
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